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For More Information Contact:
Tom Lentsch, CEO
(800) 332-6463
Or
Bob Kleason, Director, Marketing & Sales 
(800) 328-0225

Leading Screening And Crushing Companies Unite 
To Bring Unique Advantages To The Marketplace

Eagan, Minnesota & Visalia, California - March 14, 2005.  Today, Unified Screening & Crushing became
the uniting force behind a long standing group of screening, sizing and crushing media manufacturers
located across the United States.  Each member company brings unique benefits, strategic inventory loca-
tions, exceptional quality and competitive prices to the marketplace.  This powerful relationship is poised
to take customer service to the next level. 

“Our tagline, Uniting the Benefits - Delivering the Quality, aptly describes the mission behind our mem-
ber companies banding together,” emphasized Tom Lentsch, CEO of Unified Screening & Crushing.  “While
the purpose of Unified Screening & Crushing is to bring together all the resources of the member compa-
nies, each individual company will remain intact.  The real benefits are found in our services to our cus-
tomers.  As they continue to do business with their current suppliers, who are now united, they will enjoy
access to an extensive knowledge and material base to meet all their screening and crushing media needs
for both standard and unique applications - no matter where they are geographically located.”

The Unified Screening and Crushing member companies include:

Twin City Wire - Eagan, MN California Wire Cloth - Visalia, CA
Wisconsin Wire Cloth - New Richmond, WI Diamondback Castings - Gilbert, AZ
Ohio Wire Cloth - Englewood, OH Texas Wire - San Antonio, TX
Carolina Wire & Castings - Asheboro, NC Razorback Screen Services - Benton, AR
Michigan Wire Cloth - St. Johns, MI Colorado Wire Cloth - Platteville, CO
Polythane - Bedford, VA California Wire - Las Vegas, NV
Wasatch Wire - Salt Lake City, UT

In addition to the 13 member companies, we also have the extended support of other business partner-
ships and over 20 distributors across the western hemisphere. Some of the major distributors include:

Milroy & Co. Central Service & Supply
Compass Wire Cloth Rung Industries
Size Enterprises American Screen & Crusher

“These relationships place us in a distinctive position to provide unsurpassed service to our customers,”
stated Bob Kleason, Director of Marketing and Sales.  “Besides supplying the largest variety of woven wire
cloth, urethane and rubber screening products, and also having the largest inventory of manganese cast-
ings, we are able to offer 24 hour service across the country.  We can also ship product from any Unified
Screening & Crushing location to anywhere in the United States.  Our ISO 9001:2000 certification ensures
quality to meet the most demanding requirements.” 

Extensive locations across the country benefit customers through prompt delivery and technical support.
Local expertise enables customers to solve unique challenges specific to their locations. Unified
Screening & Crushing managers have over 500 years of industry experience available to assist customers.
This shared knowledge base is composed of people who have managed quarries and plants across the
United States.

To learn more about the Unified Screening & Crushing group of companies, contact Tom Lentsch, CEO, at
(800) 332-6463, or Bob Kleason, Director, Marketing & Sales at (800) 328-0225.          
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